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Abstract

Introduction—The dystonias are a group of disorders defined by over-contraction of muscles leading to abnormal movements and postures. In recent years, enormous advances have been made in elucidating the neurobiological mechanisms responsible for many types of dystonia.

Methods—A literature review was conducted focusing on evolving concepts in dystonia genetics, anatomy and physiology.

Results—The list of genes related to dystonia has grown from a relatively small number to more than 100. Concepts regarding the neuroanatomical basis for dystonia have evolved from a relatively narrow focus on dysfunction of the basal ganglia to a broader motor network model in which the basal ganglia, cerebellum, cerebral cortex, and other brain regions play a key role. Physiologically, our understanding of the core abnormalities has matured; and numerous changes in neural signaling have been revealed in the basal ganglia, cerebellum and cortex.

Conclusion—Although the dystonias share certain clinical aspects such as over-contraction of muscles leading to abnormal movements and postures, they actually comprise a very clinically and etiologically heterogeneous group of disorders. Understanding their neurobiological basis is important for devising rational therapies appropriately targeted for specific subgroups of patients.
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Introduction

More than 100 years ago, Oppenheim described a series of patients who had hypo-tonic muscles at rest, but hyper-tonic muscles during attempts to move. The increased muscle tone led to movements with an appearance that was stiff, twisting, and jerky. He coined the term
dys-tonia, because he believed that abnormal neural control of muscle tone was the fundamental problem in these patients.

Since Oppenheim’s original descriptions, many additional clinical manifestations of dystonia have been reported, and a defect in the control of muscle tone is no longer considered the core problem. Dystonia is now defined as a disorder of excessive muscle contraction leading to involuntary twisting or repetitive movements, often with abnormal postures [1]. The clinical picture is remarkably heterogeneous. The many different clinical manifestations are classified according to four major dimensions that include age at onset, body region affected, temporal qualities, and whether there are accompanying neurological or medical problems.

The etiologies for dystonia are similarly heterogeneous [2]. Some are known to e caused by specific gene defects, with patterns of inheritance that may be dominant, recessive, X-linked, or mitochondrial. Others are acquired, such as those due to exposure to certain drugs or chemicals, physical trauma, and those related to infections or autoimmune processes. This review focuses on how traditional concepts regarding the neurobiology of dystonia have evolved following new evidence uncovered in recent years.

**Pathogenesis of dystonia**

**Genetics**

Enormous advances have been made in understanding the genetic basis for the dystonias in the past few years [3]. Only 5–10 years ago, most reviews on dystonia genetics focused on a list of 20–30 genes that had been assigned a “DYT” number. This approach is now considered inadequate for many reasons [4]. One reason is that the DYT numbers did not identify dystonia genes, but rather chromosomal loci based on statistical association studies of families. As a result, several entries in the DYT list ultimately could not be verified, or were found to be erroneous. In other cases, more than one gene was associated with the same DYT locus, or different DYT loci were associated with the same gene. The DYT designation was also clinically misleading, because it implied that dystonia was a frequent or major feature for all the associated disorders. This was not the case for some disorders that were given a DYT number, where a different movement disorder typically predominated, such as myoclonus-dystonia (DYT11) where myoclonus is the most consistent problem. Perhaps the major limitation of the DYT list was that it neglected a very large number of dystonia genes that were discovered before the start of the DYT naming convention. A good example is Wilson’s disease, where many patients may first present with dystonia or have dystonia as a major and disabling clinical feature. Wilson’s disease never had a DYT number because the chromosomal location and gene were identified before the DYT naming system began. More than 100 inherited conditions are now recognized where dystonia may be a feature. For the majority of these disorders, dystonia is combined with other neurological or medical problems; only a small number reflect pure dystonia [2]. Only a fraction of these have a DYT number.

One advantage of the larger number of recognized dystonia genes is that it has become possible to begin to search for shared molecular pathways [5, 6]. The known genes are
involved in numerous biological processes, but some common mechanisms are evident. Examples of some shared molecular and cellular pathways include disruptions in neurotransmitter signaling, calcium homeostasis, brain heavy metal accumulation, transcriptional regulation, or cell cycling. For example, dystonia is frequently associated with parkinsonism, and a number of the responsible genes result in damage or dysfunction of the basal ganglia or its dopaminergic afferents from the midbrain [7]. In other cases, dystonia is associated with ataxia and disruption of cerebellar or GABAergic pathways [8]. In the future, identification of these shared molecular and cellular pathways will be increasingly important for parsing subtypes of patients with dystonia into biologically meaningful groups, and for designing novel treatments that are targeted towards specific underlying neurobiological mechanisms.

Because of the many difficulties with the traditional DYT naming convention, a new genetic nomenclature system has been proposed [4]. In the proposed system, the number is replaced by the name of the gene. In the proposed system, DYT1 is called DYT-TOR1A. In cases where the phenotype is mixed, the prefix includes other relevant designators such as PARK for parkinsonism or SCA for ataxia. For the clinician, organizing the genes according to manner of inheritance (Figure 1) may be more useful, because it aids genetic counseling. For the neurobiologist seeking to understand shared molecular pathways, organizing the genes according to biological pathways (Figure 2) is more valuable, because it aids recognition of common biological mechanisms. For both of these strategies for gene classification, a DYT prefix is not needed.

**Neuroanatomy**

Dystonia has traditionally been considered a basal ganglia disorder. This view originated from early studies showing that the basal ganglia were frequently involved in cases of hemidystonia that were acquired as a result of focal brain injury [9]. Subsequently, many studies examining other types of dystonia revealed that additional brain regions, including the cerebellum, are implicated [9, 10]. Dystonia therefore is now regarded as a disorder of a motor network that may involve the basal ganglia, cerebellum, cerebral cortex, and other regions.

There is good evidence that the basal ganglia play an important role in dystonia. One of the most illustrative examples is dopa-responsive dystonia. In both humans [11] and mice [12], defects in the synthesis of dopamine in the basal ganglia cause dystonia. Supplementation with levodopa either peripherally or directly into the striatum in mice corrects the dystonia, suggesting this dystonia is caused by a very specific defect limited to the basal ganglia. Numerous studies of other types of dystonia in humans and other animals have also implicated the basal ganglia. The cerebellum has been implicated as a source for dystonia in numerous rodent models including the Dt rat, the tottering mutant mouse, the DYT1 mouse, and a model for rapid-onset dystonia-parkinsonism [13]. In humans, the cerebellum has been implicated by imaging studies of different types of dystonia, and by increasing recognition of subclinical cerebellar signs in different types of dystonia [9, 10]. The thalamus also is a well-recognized source for jerky hand dystonia [14], and recent evidence has pointed to defects in the midbrain interstitial nucleus of Cajal for cervical dystonia [15].
Exactly how the motor network is disrupted in different types of dystonia remains uncertain, and it seems likely that some types of dystonia may involve only certain portions of this network. For example, dystonia might arise from dysfunction of one node in the network, a combination of nodes in the network, or even abnormal communication among the nodes. Elucidating the neuroanatomical basis for different types of dystonia has direct implications for surgical interventions. Deep brain stimulation targeting the internal segment of the globus pallidus provides a clearly effective therapy for some types of dystonia, but not others. Recent studies have begun to explore the role of cerebellar targets for surgery [16, 17].

**Physiology**

At the level of muscle activity, it is often said that co-contraction of agonist and antagonist muscles is a cardinal feature of dystonia. This concept derives from early studies of focal hand dystonia, where electromyography revealed frequent simultaneous contractions of muscles that normally oppose each other [18]. Since then, other studies have shown that co-contraction of antagonists does not occur in all forms of dystonia [19]. For example, simultaneous contraction of antagonistic muscles is not seen in many patients with blepharospasm, cervical dystonia, or laryngeal dystonia. Additionally, co-contraction of antagonist muscles is not specific to dystonia, because it may occur in other disorders and even in voluntary isometric contractions. As a result of these additional observations, co-contraction of antagonistic muscles is no longer considered a cardinal feature of dystonia. A more broadly applicable concept is that dystonia involves muscle over-contraction leading to excessive force, and/or spread of contraction to nearby muscles. In cases where spreading occurs to muscles that normally oppose each other, then co-contraction of agonist and antagonist muscles also is observed.

At the level of motor systems physiology, three major themes have been described [20]. The first theme involves abnormalities in neural inhibition. A loss of inhibition has been described for several different types of dystonia and at multiple levels of the nervous system including the spinal cord, brainstem, and cortex. The second theme involves abnormalities of sensorimotor integration [21]. Although most patients with dystonia do not have overt sensory defects, numerous studies of different types of dystonia have revealed subclinical defects in spatial and temporal somatosensory discrimination thresholds. The third theme involves maladaptive plasticity [20]. Abnormalities of neural plasticity have also been reported for many different types of dystonia. This mechanism may be most relevant to task-specific dystonias, but may not apply to inherited metabolic disorders where dystonia arises during infancy. Because all three pathophysiologies occur in other neurological disorders with no particular specificity for dystonia, the challenge now is to determine whether the abnormalities are a cause or consequence of dystonia.

The abnormalities of neuronal signaling that ultimately lead to dystonia remain to be elucidated. This task is critically important, but very challenging because direct electrophysiological measurements of neuronal signaling in humans with dystonia is not generally feasible. Even when such measurements are feasible, for example during neuromodulation brain surgery, the types of measurements that can be made are limited, and
it is impossible to distinguish causal defects from secondary changes [22]. In view of these challenges, most studies of neuronal signaling have been conducted in animals. Electrophysiological studies of primate models have implied an imbalance between the direct and indirect pathways of the basal ganglia, or a rate-dependent alteration in pallidal output [23]. Similar studies in a rodent model for DYT1 dystonia have implied defects in cortico-striatal signaling and cholinergic interneurons [24, 25]. On the other hand, electrophysiological studies of other rodent models have implied abnormal activity and particularly burst-firing of cerebellar Purkinje neurons [26–30]. Additional studies are needed to determine if the electrophysiological abnormalities observed in different animal models can independently cause dystonia, or if, like the anatomical and molecular pathways, common themes emerge.

Conclusions

Enormous advances have been made in recent years in elucidating the pathogenesis of different types dystonia in genetics, neuroanatomy, and neurophysiology. A broad conclusion that is shared across many of these studies is that the underlying neurobiological mechanisms are not the same for all types of dystonia. Although the causes and mechanisms responsible for dystonia may be quite varied, it is likely that they converge to produce a similar motor phenotype through shared molecular, anatomical, or physiological mechanisms. Delineating these shared mechanisms is important for devising rational therapies appropriately targeted for specific subgroups of patients.
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Figure 1. Patterns of inheritance
This schematic shows a classification system for genes for monogenic dystonias based on pattern of inheritance. It is not a complete list of all genes and patterns of inheritance; only representative examples are shown. Genes shown in underlined type are those that are commonly associated with dystonia as the only or predominant clinical feature. Those in plain type are those where dystonia is often combined with other clinical features.
Figure 2. Biological pathways
This schematic shows a classification system for genes for monogenic dystonias based on shared biological pathways. It is not a complete list of all genes and their biological pathways. Only representative examples are shown. Genes shown in underlined type are those that are commonly associated with dystonia as the only or predominant clinical feature. Those in plain type are those where dystonia is often combined with other clinical features. Some genes may fall in more than one group when their functions overlap more than one biological mechanism. In many cases the biological pathways are well established, but in some the pathways are suspected but not proven.